allele is a null mutation caused by an insertion of a large block of heterochromatin into the Position-effect variegation (PEV) describes the stocoding sequence of the gene (Slatis, 1955) , which lies chastic transcriptional silencing of a gene positioned near the end of the right arm of chromosome 2 (Figure adjacent to heterochromatin. Using FISH, we have 1). It has the unique property of being able to cause tested whether variegated expression of the eye-color variegated inactivation of a normal copy of the gene gene brown in Drosophila is influenced by its nuclear present on a homologous chromosome. The genetic localization. In embryonic nuclei, a heterochromatic dominance is dependent on physical pairing between insertion at the brown locus is always spatially isolated the bw D chromosome and its wild-type homolog (Dreefrom other heterochromatin. However, during larval sen et al., 1991) , analogous to a number of other known development this insertion physically associates with genetic phenomena (Tartof and Henikoff, 1991) . other heterochromatic regions on the same chromo-A model has been proposed by Henikoff (1994 Henikoff ( , 1996 ) some in a stochastic manner. These observations to explain the "trans-inactivation" caused by bw D . Acindicate that the brown gene is silenced by specific cording to this view, the insertion of heterochromatin contact with centromeric heterochromatin. Moreover, into one copy of bw (the bw D allele) causes it to move they provide direct evidence for long-range chromoto a heterochromatic compartment of the nucleus. When some interactions and their impact on three-dimenthis mutant allele is paired with a wild-type copy of the sional nuclear architecture, while providing a cohesive gene, it drags the intact gene along with it to an abnormal explanation for the phenomenon of PEV. nuclear position. In this new environment, the transcriptional activity of the wild-type allele is repressed. The primary evidence leading to this model is that the Introduction strength of trans-repression by the bw D allele is strongly influenced by its chromosomal position. Its effect can Models for the regulation of genetic activity by the global be suppressed by chromosome rearrangements that arrangement of chromosomes in interphase nuclei have move the region containing bw D to a position more disproliferated in recent literature (cf. Manuelidis, 1990;  tant from centric heterochromatin (Talbert et al., 1994) . Cremer et al., 1993; Palladino and Gasser, 1994) . Testing Conversely, translocation of bw D to a more centromeresuch models has proved challenging because of the proximal position strengthens its silencing ability (Henidifficulty of observing decondensed chromosomes durkoff et al., 1995) . The crux of this hypothesis is that ing the crucial stage at which transcription occurs.
the bw D allele inactivates transcription through physical However, the development of chromosome in situ hyassociation with centromeric heterochromatin. This is a bridization methods, particularly fluorescence in situ hyprovocative model in that it postulates at least three bridization (FISH), has made it possible to localize particideas for which direct evidence is currently scant or ular portions of the genome within intact nuclei, even lacking: that the position of a gene within the nucleus during interphase. Here we have combined FISH with can be influenced by neighboring sequences, that this three-dimensional microscopy and statistical analysis change in localization can affect a homologous copy of to test a structural model for position-effect variegation the gene in trans, and that the resulting mislocalization (PEV) in Drosophila.
can, in turn, lead to altered expression. PEV (reviewed by Spofford, 1976; Weiler and Waki- Here, we test this model for regulation of gene expresmoto, 1995) is an epigenetic phenomenon associated sion in diploid nuclei. Using FISH, we hybridized inwith heterochromatic regions of the genome. When a terphase nuclei with probes to the bw locus and to gene is moved to a position near a block of centromeric specific blocks of heterochromatin. We show that the heterochromatin by chromosome rearrangement, its organization of chromosome 2 is dramatically altered by insertion of heterochromatin at a distal position: §Present Address: Department of Developmental Biology, B300 Beckman Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305.
whereas normally the bw locus shows no tendency to (A) Diagram of the four Drosophila chromosomes (our experiments are restricted to female nuclei, so the Y chromosome is not shown). The chromosome-specific loci are labeled, and the distribution of the AAGAG satellite, which is present on all four chromosomes, is marked by solid green boxes (adapted from Lohe et al., 1993) . The colors used for each locus are consistent throughout the subsequent figures. (B) and (C) Mitotic chromosomes from heterozygous bw D female larvae (bw D /ϩ). In (B), the bw D insertion, which hybridizes with the AAGAG satellite probe, is detected at the bw locus on one of two copies of chromosome 2.
associate with centromeric heterochromatin, in bw D nuthat this phenomenon is due to specific intrachromosomal associations, probably based on homology, clei this distal locus frequently pairs with the centromeric region of its own chromosome. Moreover, as predicted and not simply to a tendency of heterochromatin to occupy a particular region of the nucleus. Furthermore, by the model, in heterozygotes (bw D /ϩ) the bw D allele pairs with the wild-type allele and causes it to associthis change in nuclear architecture demonstrates a marked developmental progression: in early embryonic ate with centromeric heterochromatin. We demonstrate development, such associations are never detected, but
There was no significant difference in the vertical posiin two different larval tissues, association is observed tion of the bw loci in the nuclei of embryos carrying in 25%-86% of nuclei.
either one or two copies of the bw D chromosome, comWe also show that this strong tendency of chromopared with wild-type ( Figure 3 ; see Figure 2 ). To observe somes to form ectopic homologous associations is not the positions of the bw loci relative to the bulk of heterorestricted to the bw D insertion nor to the particular satelchromatin, we hybridized embryos with both a bw gene lite sequence it contains, but instead probably reflects probe and a probe to the AAGAG satellite. The fluoresa general property of heterochromatic sequences. Our cent signals from centromeric blocks of this satellite results are consistent with a model in which such intersequence were restricted to the apical portion of the actions over large genomic distances are a consenucleus. An additional signal from the satellite probe quence of chance interactions between different chrowas observed in close proximity to the position of the mosome regions, the likelihood of which increases with bw probe in bw D but not in wild-type embryos (see the duration of interphase. Figures 2B-2E ). That insertion of this sequence at a distal position (into the bw gene) causes it to localize Results to an atypical position within the nucleus suggests that a primary determinant of the localization of the AAGAG Telophase Polarity Is Maintained during satellite in embryonic nuclei is its position along the Interphase in Blastoderm Embryos and length of a chromosome arm.
Is Unaffected by the bw D Mutation
To see whether the bw locus associates with other As described above, the dominant variegation caused heterochromatin, we determined the nuclear position of by the bw D mutation results from insertion of a block of a second satellite sequence, (AACAC) n . This satellite is heterochromatin into one copy of the bw gene. This restricted to a single region in the pericentric heteroinsertion is estimated to exceed 2 Mb in size and has chromatin on 2R (Makunin et al., 1995;  see Figure 1B ). been shown to hybridize with chromosome probes conLike the pericentric blocks of the AAGAG satellite, it taining the sequence (AAGAG)n (P. Dimitri and S. Pimpilocalizes apically in blastoderm nuclei and never comes nelli, personal communication; Figure 1 ). In Drosophila, into contact with the bw gene ( Figure 3) . Moreover, when the chromosome regions flanking the centromeres conthe positions of other blocks of satellite sequence in tain many megabases of such tandemly repeated "satelembryonic nuclei were determined, all except for a Y lite" sequences, which are not normally found elsewhere chromosome repeat were restricted to the apical portion along the arms. This particular AAGAG repeat associof the nucleus (Marshall et al., 1996) . Hence, in blastoated with the bw D insertion is one of the most abundant derm stage embryos, the bw gene is physically isolated in the genome. It is detectable on each of the Drosophila from centromeric heterochromatin. chromosomes and is particularly well represented in the Insertion of satellite DNA into the bw gene did not pericentric region on chromosome 2, the same chromoaffect the degree of association between homologous some that carries the bw gene (Lohe et al., 1993) . In chromosomes at that locus. In both wild-type and homo- Figure 1 , the genomic positions of the bw gene and the zygous bw D embryos, no pairing of bw loci was detected satellite sequences described in this study are shown. in nuclear cycle 13, but in interphase 14 the locus was We first investigated the effect of this mutation on between 50%-70% paired, comparable to other loci we nuclear organization in Drosophila embryos. During the have examined (J. C. F., A. F. D., W. F. M., and J. W. S., 14 nuclear divisions preceding gastrulation, most of the unpublished data). nuclei lie in a single layer near the outer membrane of Although the bw D insertion did not affect pairing or the embryo, and they all show the same polarity with vertical placement of the locus, the insertion of a block respect to that surface: centromeres are found in the of heterochromatin appeared to target the bw locus to apical region of the nuclei, nearest the surface, and the nuclear envelope ( Figure 3 ). Whereas normally the telomeres tend to reside in the inner, or basal, portion gene is located at random with respect to the envelope, of the nuclei (Figure 2A ). This polarity is evident by direct in bw D embryos both copies of the locus are nonranreconstruction of nuclei stained with DAPI at prophase domly close to the nuclear periphery when evaluated (Hiraoka et al., 1990a) , and during interphase it can also statistically, as described by Marshall et al. (1996) . This be observed using FISH (Marshall et al., 1996) . The bw intriguing observation is discussed below. gene maps to cytological region 59E, near the end of the right arm of chromosome 2 (2R) (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992 ; see Figure 1 ), and might thus be expected to Nuclear Architecture Is Different localize to a basal nuclear position.
in Embryonic and Larval Tissues We examined the nuclear position of bw using a fluoSince the variegation caused by bw D affects adult eye rescent probe to the coding sequence of the gene (see color, the mutation is most likely to affect expression in Experimental Procedures). In wild-type embryos, both the eye imaginal disks during larval or pupal developcopies of the gene localized basally in every nucleus ment. (Dreesen et al., 1988) . We therefore examined the ( Figures 2B and 2C ). The two homologous copies of the behavior of the locus in larval eye disks, a tissue more gene did not colocalize at this stage, consistent with likely than embryos to be expressing bw. Since the pairobservations that pairing between homologous chromoing of homologous chromosomes is not completed by somes only begins near the end of the syncytial blastoderm stage of development (Hiraoka et al., 1993) .
the end of the embryonic blastoderm stage (Hiraoka et Numerical values are given below; all distances are measured in microns. The grey square in each nucleus represents the center of mass, and the position along the vertical (apical-basal) axis for each locus is measured from this point. The AACAC satellite is constrained to lie in the apical region of embryonic nuclei, while the bw locus is restricted to a basal location. These two loci are thus never in contact. The horizontal axis represents the distance of each locus from the nuclear envelope, marked with an anti-lamin antibody. In wild-type embryos (left), both AACAC and bw localize at random with respect to the nuclear envelope, but in bw D embryos (right) the heterochromatic insertion at the bw locus results in nonrandom association of the gene with the nuclear periphery. All measurements and analysis were performed as described by Marshall et al. (1996). al., 1993), it was conceivable that aspects of nuclear arrangement typical of embryonic nuclei. Furthermore, homologous bw D loci were almost always paired and architecture affecting genes expressed later in development might not be manifested in the embryo.
were frequently observed in close proximity to the AA CAC satellite on 2R (Figure 4 ), whereas in embryonic In imaginal disks from female larvae carrying bw D , the chromosome arrangement observed with different nuclei the AACAC satellite was consistently distant from the bw locus (see Figure 3 ). These differences emphaprobe combinations was markedly different from that seen in embryos. Heterochromatic probes were often size the importance of studying nuclear architecture within a developmental context. far apart from each other, as opposed to the clustered Figure 2 . Localization of Satellite DNA and the bw Gene Locus in Embryonic Nuclei (A) Schematic cross-section through nuclei in a Drosophila blastoderm embryo. Telophase polarity of the nuclei is maintained throughout interphase, as evidenced by observations that centromeric probes tend to localize apically (close to the surface of the embryo) and telomeric probes basally in each nucleus. (B) Volume-rendered projection, and (C) wire-frame model of a nucleus from a wild-type embryo, hybridized with an 8.4 kb probe to the bw gene (magenta) and an oligonucleotide probe to the AAGAG satellite (green). The apical portion of the nucleus is towards the top of each image. The AAGAG satellite, which is normally restricted to the centromeric heterochromatin (Figure 1 The curves correspond to the fitted distributions; for the wild-type nuclei, this is a truncated normal distribution, whereas for the bw D nuclei, it is a mixture of two truncated normal distributions, with one component constrained to be equal to the corresponding wild-type distribution (see Results and Experimental Procedures for details).
nuclei in whole-mount preparations. To obtain more reasonably approximated by a mixture of two normal distributions. Given the degree of fit between the model quantifiable data, we analyzed the distribution of the two loci in nuclei from larval brain squash preparations. and the data, the fraction of nuclei contributing to each peak within the mixture could be estimated with an estiWe performed similar experiments on squash preparations of eye/antennal imaginal disks to compare chromated SD of 3%. As summarized in Table 1 , we estimate that bw D is associated with the AACAC pericentromeric mosome organization between these two diploid tissues (see Experimental Procedures).
heterochromatin in 25%-86% of diploid larval nuclei, depending on both the tissue and the developmental We measured the distance between the bw locus and different chromosome-specific satellite blocks. To corstage.
We defined the peak of shorter distances in nuclei rect for differences in preparation between samples, the distance measurements were normalized by expressing carrying bw D as "nuclei exhibiting association." Because the distances within this distribution are nonzero, it is them as a fraction of the nuclear diameter, as described in Experimental Procedures. These distances were plotvery improbable that the bw D insertion is associating directly with the AACAC satellite. Instead, it is likely to ted as histograms ( Figure 5) . A striking and consistent difference was immediately apparent between wild-type contact a nearby region in the centric heterochromatin. The variation in distance from bw to AACAC within this and bw D nuclei in the distribution of distances between bw and the AACAC satellite block on 2R . These disdistribution could reflect association of bw D with a number of different sites at varying distances from the AAtances could be accurately modeled in wild-type nuclei by a normal distribution, truncated at 0 and 1 (Figures CAC block, or association with one site whose distance from AACAC varies due to fluctuations in chromosome 5A and 5B). This suggests that the two loci are randomly conformation, or a combination of these effects. located with respect to each other, with a slight skew These results suggested that the bw D insertion, which toward shorter distances observed in neuroblast nuclei.
contains the AAGAG repeat, might be associating with However, in bw D nuclei, there appeared to be two overother blocks of this same sequence in the heterochrolapping distributions of distances, one similar or identimatin near the block of AACAC repeats on chromosome cal to the wild-type pattern, and a new distribution cen-2 (see Figures 1A and 1B) . We attempted to test this tered at a much shorter distance ( Figures 5C and 5D ).
directly by hybridizing larval nuclei with AAGAG probes, The simplest interpretation of this result is that the bw but this was unsuccessful because the distribution of gene is unusually close to the AACAC satellite in a subthis abundant satellite was highly dispersed in such nuset of nuclei, but in other nuclei it remains randomly clei, and the fluorescent signals corresponding to chropositioned with respect to AACAC. To evaluate whether mosome 2 heterochromatin and the bw D insertion could the data were consistent with this idea, we modeled the not be identified. However, this provides evidence that distribution of the measured bw-AACAC distances as all heterochromatin does not occupy a single small terria mixture of the observed wild-type distribution and tory in interphase nuclei. a second normal distribution. To analyze the mixture rigorously, we used a maximum likelihood estimation method (Titterington et al., 1985) . A detailed description Insertion of Satellite DNA at One bw Locus Causes Both Gene Copies to Associate of the model used for this analysis is given in Experimental Procedures.
with Heterochromatin The two homologous copies of the bw locus are paired Using this statistical approach, we found that the distances between bw D and the AACAC satellite were very in greater than 95% of larval nuclei. This is typical of (Table 1) . Surprisingly, the frequency measurements show that the bw gene can simultaneously be near to AACAC and far from heterochromatin of association of paired bw loci with the AACAC satellite was only slightly lower when only one of two copies of on other chromosomes (see the scatter plots in Figure 6 ). This further supports the conclusion that heterochromosome 2 carried the bw D insertion. Thus, a single copy of the insertion can mediate association with hetchromatin is dispersed in the interphase nucleus. erochromatin nearly as well as two copies and can carry a wild-type copy with it as a consequence of pairing Other Distal Heterochromatin Behaves in a between homologous chromosomes.
Manner Analogous to the bw D Insertion The data presented in Table 1 demonstrate that nuWe wished to test whether the association of distally clear organization differs between neuroblasts and eye translocated heterochromatin with centric heterochrodisks, which is also evident from the histograms prematin is unique to the bw D insertion, or instead represented in Figure 5 . Eye disks show a markedly lower sents a more general phenomenon. To do so, we asked degree of association between bw D and AACAC: only whether distal heterochromatin on an inverted X chro-25% of nuclei exhibit this association, compared with mosome can pair with a homologous region located near nearly 60% of neuroblast nuclei from the same stage the centromere on a partner chromosome. We examined of development. In neuroblasts, we detected a greater nuclei heterozygous for a normal X chromosome and degree of association in both second instar and pupar-FM7, a rearranged X that carries a large block of heteroiated larvae than during the climbing third instar period. chromatin at its distal end (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992 ; The differences observed between the different tissues Figure 7 ). and varying stages within the same tissue could be due Analogous to observations of the bw D chromosome, to developmentally regulated expression of particular in embryos the vertical localization of X heterochromatin gene products, or to the rate at which nuclei are underwas largely or solely determined by its position along going mitotic division (discussed below).
the length of the X chromosome ( Figures 7D-7F ). In wildtype embryos, the X heterochromatin was restricted to the apical region of each nucleus, but when FM7 was bw D Associates with Specific Centromeric Heterochromatin Sequences present, its distal heterochromatin was detected at a basal position. By interphase of nuclear cycle 14, normal To determine whether bw D associates with specific heterochromatic sequences or simply has a general affinity X chromosomes are frequently paired in their heterochromatic regions, but pairing between X and FM7 was for heterochromatin, we measured the position of the bw gene in wild-type and bw D nuclei in relation to chronever observed ( Figures 7C-7F ).
In imaginal disk and neuroblast nuclei, however, the mosome-specific satellites from the two other major chromosomes: the 359-bp satellite on the X chromolarge blocks of heterochromatin on X and FM7 were often paired, indicating that the centromeric region of some (Hsieh and Brutlag, 1979; Lohe et al., 1993 ; see Figure 7A ) and the dodeca satellite near the centromere the X chromosome interacts with the telomere of FM7. We measured the frequency of this interaction in neuroof chromosome 3 (Abad et al., 1992; Carmena et al., 1993 ; see Figure 1B ). We analyzed neuroblasts and eye/ blast squashes and found that the heterochromatin on the normal X was paired with that on the inverted chroantennal disks from female larvae. Only the distance between bw and the chromosome 2-specific satellite mosome in 75% of nuclei from larvae raised at room temperature (20ЊC-22ЊC; n ϭ 444 nuclei from three anishowed a marked change between wild-type and bw D nuclei ( Figure 6) . mals). This value dropped to 42% if the larvae were The plots on the left display histograms of the normalized distances between the bw locus and the dodeca satellite on chromosome 3 (see Figure 1 for the map positions of these loci). Data from wild-type and bw D third instar neuroblasts are given. There is a subtle difference between the two genotypes, but far less dramatic than that seen in Figure 5 . The two scatter plots demonstrate that this is an indirect consequence of specific association between the bw locus and heterochromatin on chromosome 2. In these plots, each point represents a normalized bw-dodeca distance plotted against the normalized AACACdodeca distance for the same nucleus. Nuclei in which the bw locus is within 25% of the nuclear diameter of the AACAC satellite are indicated in blue, and those with greater bw-AACAC separation are magenta. Among those (magenta) nuclei in which bw is not close to AACAC, there is no increased tendency for it to associate with the dodeca satellite in bw D nuclei compared to wild-type. This is also true if only those (blue) nuclei in which the bw locus is close to the AACAC satellite are considered. Thus, the relationship between the bw locus and the dodeca satellite is unaffected by the bw D mutation. The difference between the bw-dodeca distribution in the two genotypes is attributable to the fact that in bw D nuclei, there are far more nuclei in which bw is close to AACAC than in wild-type. Similar results were obtained using Q-Q plots (data not shown).
raised at 16ЊC (n ϭ 439 nuclei from five animals). This (Lohe et al., 1993) . If either this sequence or proteins that bind to it can self-associate, this could result in the contrasts with the association of bw D with centric heterochromatin, the frequency of which shows no staobserved association between bw D and the centromeric heterochromatin of chromosome 2. tistically significant difference over this range of temperatures (Table 1) . Nevertheless, these observations
We also report that the bw D insertion targets the bw locus to the nuclear periphery. However, genetic results demonstrate that heterochromatin in larval nuclei participates in physical interactions that violate the polarized have demonstrated that the silencing effect of bw D is influenced by its distance from centromeric heterochroorganization of embryonic nuclei, mirroring our results with bw D .
matin (Talbert et al., 1994; Henikoff et al., 1995) . Since nuclear envelope association of bw D occurs in embryos, even when the insertion is physically isolated from cenDiscussion tric heterochromatin, this strongly suggests that it is incidental to the mechanism of silencing and that it is The results presented here demonstrate that physical associations between distant chromosomal regions can physical interaction between bw D and centric heterochromatin that mediates transcriptional repression. occur with high frequency in interphase nuclei. These interactions are dramatically influenced by the developmental stage of the particular tissue and in some cases by temperature, and can result in perturbations of nuIntrachromosomal Contacts Are Involved in Biological Phenomena in Many Organisms clear architecture that correlate with variegated gene expression. These results are consistent with the exten-
The bw D insertion affects the position of the bw gene specifically in relation to the pericentric AACAC satellite sive homologous pairing observed between Drosophila polytene chromosomes, even in the presence of mason chromosome 2, but not in relation to satellite DNA in general. We infer that the bw D insertion interacts insive chromosome rearrangements. Here, we have finally extended this phenomenon to include diploid cells that, trachromosomally with the centromeric heterochromatin of chromosome 2. Both cytological and molecular unlike polytene tissues, have not exited the mitotic cell cycle (Smith and Orr-Weaver, 1991) . Moreover, our findevidence suggest that the intrachromosomal association between bw D and centromeric heterochromatin reings demonstrate a powerful impact of sequences other than centromeres and telomeres on the architecture of sults from the normal arrangement of chromosomes in the interphase nucleus. the interphase nucleus.
We have shown that the insertion of heterochromatin Cytological examination of mammalian interphase nuclei has shown that individual chromosomes tend to at the bw locus causes the gene to associate with centromeric heterochromatin during postembryonic develoccupy exclusive territories, rather than intermingling extensively (reviewed by Haaf and Schmid, 1991) . Direct opment. We propose that this association is based on homology. The heterochromatic insertion in bw D conevidence that chromosomes are restricted to subdomains in interphase Drosophila nuclei comes from at tains more than a megabase of AAGAG repeats (A. F. D. and J. W. S., unpublished data). This same simple releast three sources. First, examination of the arrangement of polytene nuclei has revealed that individual peated sequence also comprises over 5 Mb of the heterochromatin flanking the chromosome 2 centromere chromosome arms never intertwine (Mathog et al., 1984 ; Hochstrasser et al., 1986) . Second, prematurely conthe heterochromatin can physically associate in somatic cells. However, a variety of observations suggests that densed interphase chromosomes in Drosophila embryos deprived of oxygen remain well separated from heterochromatin participates in such interactions with particularly high affinity. For example, ectopic fibers obone another (Foe and Alberts, 1985) . Third, we have used probes to paint whole chromosomes in interphase served in Drosophila polytene nuclei frequently connect regions containing intercalary heterochromatin (Kauffnuclei from embryos and neuroblasts. In these preparations, individual chromosomes occupy distinct domains man and Iddles, 1963), reflecting physical contact between such regions (Pardue, 1986 ). (A. F. D. and J. W. S., unpublished data), as seen in mammalian cells.
This tendency of heterochromatin to participate in homologous associations is likely to be a consequence The proximity of particular loci during interphase has also been inferred from frequencies of somatic cell reof its normal biological role in maintaining alignment between homologous chromosomes during mitosis and combination or transposition. Exchange of DNA between two chromosomal positions implies that they are meiosis. When sister chromatids begin to separate at metaphase, persistent connections are detected cytophysically close together at the time this event occurs. In plants (Van Schaik and Brink, 1959) , mammals (Hellgren, logically between their heterochromatic regions (Carmena et al., 1993) . Moreover, both genetic and cytologi-1992; Godwin et al., 1994) , and fungi (see below), ectopic recombination tends to occur intrachromosomally, and cal studies show that in Drosophila female meiosis, heterochromatin can maintain physical association bemost often between sites that lie close together on the same chromosome. In Drosophila, strong preferences tween nonrecombinant homologous chromosomes and enable them to segregate from each other (Hawley et for intrachromosomal recombination have been demonstrated by irradiating embryos (Hilliker, 1985) and by al., 1992; Dernburg et al., submitted; Karpen et al., submitted). In both of these examples, homologous heteroexcising transposable elements later in development (Blackman et al., 1987; Engels et al., 1994) . chromatic pairing persists under conditions where euchromatic regions are separated. The basis for this Studies in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae demonstrate the same preference for intrachromo-"stickiness" of heterochromatin is still unknown, but one possibility is that the repeated nature of heterochrosomal exchange. The mating type (a or ␣) of a yeast cell is determined by information encoded at the MAT locus matic regions may provide a large number of binding sites for specific proteins. If such proteins can form on chromosome III. A cell can switch its mating type by activating the HO site-specific endonuclease, which multimeric complexes, this would provide a mechanism for specific physical contacts between homologous remakes a double-strand break at this locus, leading to transposition of a mating type allele from one of two gions. silent donor loci located near each end of chromosome III at a distance of either 80 or 200 kb (Riles et al., 1993) .
Why Is Centromeric Heterochromatin Special? If either the donor locus or the MAT locus is moved
In conjunction with genetic evidence, our results indito a different chromosome, mating-type switching still cate that the bw D heterochromatic insertion represses occurs by the same mechanism, but the efficiency of bw expression in heterozygotes by mediating physical repair following HO-induced cleavage drops dramaticontact of the intact bw copy with centromeric heterocally (Rine and Herskowitz, 1980; Haber et al., 1981;  chromatin. Like other examples of PEV, the variegation Weiler and Broach, 1992) . Furthermore, Lichten and Haof bw caused by bw D is apparently caused by physical ber (1989) have shown that other types of mitotic intrachcontact with centromeric heterochromatin, but in this romosomal recombination between homologous sites case the association results from long-distance looping up to a distance of 70 kb are preferred over interchromorather than linear proximity along the chromosome. Sursomal recombination events. prisingly, pairing of bwϩ with bw D does not seem to be sufficient to silence the normal copy of the gene, deThe Persistence of Long-Distance Associations spite the presence of over 1 Mb of centromeric satellite While studies of mitotic recombination have correctly sequences within the bw D insertion. This implies that predicted the occurrence of physical interactions bethere is something inherently different between centrotween distant chromosome regions, one issue that this meric heterochromatin and heterochromatin located experimental approach cannot address is the stability elsewhere on the chromosome, even if its sequence of such associations. We detected interaction between composition is identical. bw D and centromeric heterochromatin in up to 86% of This difference is unlikely to be due to a mass effect, neuroblast nuclei examined. Since these measurements since genes will variegate if located near heterochromacome from single time-points within asynchronous poptin on a minichromosome that in its entirety is smaller ulations of nuclei, the associations must be sustained than the bw D insertion (Karpen and Spradling, 1990) . The for a large portion of interphase. If such interactions data presented here also suggest that the difference were only fleeting, we might not have detected them at cannot be due to localization of centromeric heterochroall using this cytological approach.
matin to a particular region of the nucleus, since we have shown that the centromeric regions of different chromosomes are widely dispersed in interphase cells The Role of Heterochromatin in Long-Distance Chromosome Associations from imaginal disks and neuroblasts. Nor is it likely that the determining factor is nuclear envelope association, Data from studies of mitotic recombination and other genetic phenomena demonstrate that regions outside since we have observed association of the bw D insertion , 1976) . Entropy drives a long polymer into a compact conformation in the absence of externally applied force. If the polymer is subjected to shear or hydrodynamic force, it will become extended. Once the force is removed, the polymer chain will return to a more favorable compact conformation.
(B) The behavior of interphase chromosomes may reflect these simple principles. In Drosophila embryos, mitotic division is extremely frequent, and during the short intervening interphases, chromosomes have little time to relax from the Rabl conformation induced by their anaphase movement. Thus, centromeric blocks of the AAGAG satellite (green) never come into contact with distal genes such as bw (magenta). However, in later stages of development when interphase is much longer, we detect physical association between centromeric heterochromatin and the bw gene located distally on the same chromosome. Intrachromosomal contacts are favored, because individual chromosomes occupy distinct domains within the nucleus.
with the nuclear envelope in embryos, where it is isolated By the second and third instar larval stages, interphase in imaginal tissues has been estimated to span from centric heterochromatin.
We are left with the possibility that the transcriptional several hours (Graves and Schubiger, 1982) . At these stages, there is a high frequency of interaction between effects of centric heterochromatin are due to physical linkage with the centromere itself. Since the centromere regions far apart on chromosome 2 (Table 1) . We propose that random-walk diffusion of the chromosome possesses a unique ability to form a kinetochore, it follows that there are cellular proteins that recognize the occasionally brings bw D into proximity with homologous centromeric heterochromatin, and this results in stable centromere and no other site on the chromosome. Perhaps there are consequences of proximity to this region bonds that hold these regions apposed until the next mitosis. This model is consistent with genetic data that are only manifested through a "spreading" mechanism along the chromosome.
showing the dependence of transcriptional silencing by bw D on its distance from centromeric heterochromatin (Talbert et al., 1994; Henikoff et al., 1995) , since for a A Model for Intrachromosomal Interaction Based on Random-Walk Polymer Behavior flexible polymer the frequency at which two points will come into contact is inversely proportional to the disWe have observed major differences in nuclear organization between embryonic nuclei and those from larval tance between them along the polymer chain. (More precisely, for a random-walk polymer this frequency is stages. To some extent, these changes may be mediated by developmentally regulated patterns of gene exinversely proportional to N 3/2 , where N is the number of theoretical links separating two points in the chain; Doi pression. However, they may also reflect the effects of basic thermodynamic principles that operate on all long and Edwards, 1986). From existing data, we cannot rule out the possibility polymers (Figure 8) .
Evidence from FISH analysis of interphase nuclei sugthat contact between bw D and centric heterochromatin results from an active process that brings homologous gests that on a megabase scale, the organization of entire chromosomes is accurately approximated by regions together from a great distance. However, this passive diffusion model can also help to explain why mathematical models of random-walk polymers Yokota et al., 1995) . Such long-chain polythe trans-inactivation of bw expression by bw D is so strong. Heterozygous bw D /ϩ flies produce only 2% of mers are entropically driven towards compact conformations (Freifelder, 1976; Bustamante et al., 1994) , wild-type pteridine pigment levels (Henikoff et al., 1995) . Based on this model, we would expect to see an inunlike the extended and highly nonrandom Rabl conformation that we have characterized in embryonic nuclei crease in long-distance associations during stages of development when mitotic division is less frequent, from Drosophila (after Carl Rabl, who first described such chromosome polarity in amphibian nuclei in 1885).
since under those conditions interphase chromosomes have even longer to diffuse within the nucleus. By the We propose that the extended conformation observed in blastoderm embryos simply reflects the fact that the late pupal period, when bw is likely to be expressed in eye disks, they have completed their proliferation (rechromosomes are frequently subjected to hydrodynamic forces as they undergo mitotic division every viewed by Wolff and Ready, 1993) , and the frequency of association of bw D with centromeric heterochromatin 10-20 min (Foe and Alberts, 1983; Figure 7G ). lapped or deviated markedly from a circular shape were excluded would thus be expected to be even greater than that from the analysis. To compensate for differences in nuclear size, observed in larval nuclei.
which were presumed to result at least partly from differences between individual preparations, the measurements were normalized Experimental Procedures by dividing each distance value by the corresponding nuclear diameter. Typically 80-180 nuclei were recorded per field; at least four Fly Stocks fields from separate specimens were analyzed for each sample. All wild-type flies were from an Oregon-R stock maintained at UCSF.
Histogram and scatter plots were generated using S-PLUS (Math-A bw D stock was furnished by S. Henikoff, and flies carrying the Soft, Incorporated, Seattle, WA). FM7a chromosome (Merriam, 1968; Lindsley and Zimm, 1992) were
The representations of three-dimensional nuclei presented here provided by R. S. Hawley. Unless otherwise specified, flies were are of two types: projections through stacks of intensity data, generraised at room temperature in bottles containing a yeast/glucoseated by either a maximum-intensity algorithm or using volume renrich medium.
dering (Dreibin et al., 1986) ; and wire frame/solid models constructed from the original data. All were pseudocolored to allow overlay of images recorded at different wavelengths.
Probes for In Situ Hybridization
Two different probes to the bw locus were used. A plasmid containing an 8.4 kb insert from the bw coding region (a gift of S.
Statistical Method for the Analysis of Mixture Distributions Henikoff) was used to mark the bw locus in embryonic nuclei. A P1
Frequencies of nuclei exhibiting association were estimated as folclone (Hartl et al., 1994) from the same region (DS03480) was prolows. We assume that in nuclei in which the bw locus does not vided by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project. Its origin from a associate with the AACAC satellite, the normalized bw-AACAC dissingle genomic site at cytological position 59E1-2 was confirmed tances follow a normal distribution with parameters 1 and 1, trunby hybridization to polytene chromosomes. This probe was used cated at 0 and 1, so that the density is to mark the bw locus in squash preparations.
The 359-bp repeat was synthesized by genomic PCR using primers designed from the published sequence (Hsieh and Brutlag, fW(x) ϭ φ 1979) . The AACAC, AAGAG, and dodeca satellite probes were all synthetic single-stranded oligonucleotides 35-46 bases in length. The rDNA probe comprised two plasmids with inserts spanning the where ⌽ is the density for a standard normal distribution. In nuclei 18S, 28S, and ITS regions (McKee and Karpen, 1990) . Probes were in which the bw locus does associate with the AACAC satellite, enzymatically fragmented (except for the oligos) and 3Ј end-labeled the bw-AACAC distances are assumed to follow the same type of as described by Dernburg et al. (1996) . Probes were fluorescently distribution, but with different parameters, 2 and 2 , so that the labeled with FluoroRed (Amersham) or hapten-labeled with digoxidensity is genin-dUTP (Boehringer Mannheim) or biotin-dCTP (GIBCO BRL) and detected with fluorescent antibodies or avidin, respectively.
fA ( 
In Situ Hybridization
Eye/antennal disk and larval brain spreads were prepared by dissecting the appropriate tissue in Robb's saline (Ashburner, 1989) , Let x 1,...,xn denote the normalized bw-AACAC distances for the wildincubating for 10 min in 0.7% Na citrate and squashing in 45% type cells, and let y 1,...,ym denote the bw-AACAC distances for the acetic acid under a siliconized coverslip. Hybridization was carried bw D cells. We assume that the xi and yi are independent. Moreover, out as described by Pardue (1986) . the x i are assumed to follow the distribution, fW, whereas the yi are Embryos were fixed and hybridized using the procedure described considered to follow a mixture of f W and fA, so that their density is by Dernburg et al. (1996) . Following hybridization, they were stained pF A(x) ϩ (1 Ϫ p)fW (x) . The mixing proportion, p, represents the with a monoclonal anti-lamin antibody (Fuchs et al., 1983) to mark frequency of bw D nuclei exhibiting association. the nuclear envelope. This was detected using a Cy5-conjugated
We estimate the five parameters, 1 , 1 , 2 , 2 , and p, by maximum goat anti-mouse 2Њ antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch). In some likelihood. Namely, we form the log likelihood cases, a hybridization probe was also detected with Cy5 but could be clearly segmented from the lamin signal based on intensity.
Whole-mount eye imaginal disks were dissected, fixed, and hybridized essentially as described for Drosophila spermatids by Dernburg et al. (1996) , except that 0.1% deoxycholate and 0.1% Triton and choose as estimates the values that maximize this function. X-100 were included in the dissection buffer.
Standard deviations for our estimates were estimated using the bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) . Calculations were performed using S-PLUS.
Microscopy and Image Analysis
All images were recorded with a scientific-grade cooled CCD camAcknowledgments era (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ), using a wide-field fluorescence microscope system described in detail elsewhere (Hiraoka et al., Analysis and display of our images were made possible through the 1990b). For three-dimensional specimens, data was collected by tremendous efforts of Hans Chen, Paul Chan, and Diana Hughes. moving the sample through the focal plane of the lens at precise Advice on statistical analysis from Terry Speed, Peter Bacchetti, 0.25 m increments. At each focal plane, images were recorded and Ray Sachs was very much appreciated. We thank Jeremy Minsseparately for each wavelength. Data stacks were then deconvolved hull, Jeff Sekelsky, Scott Hawley, Elizabeth Blackburn, and Jim Hawith an empirical point-spread function using a constrained iterative ber for critical reading of the manuscript. This work was supported method (Agard et al., 1989) . Squash preparations were recorded as by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute Predoctoral Fellowships separate images for each wavelength at a single focal plane and to A. F. D. and W. F. M. and by a National Institutes of Health grant then deconvolved with a two-dimensional point-spread function.
to J. W. S. Measurements from the data were performed using IVE software (Chen et al., 1996) . Distances in squash preparations were deterReceived March 13, 1996; revised April 12, 1996 . mined by marking each hybridization signal in a nucleus using a mouse and applying a local maximum-intensity search to attain accuracy and to avoid biasing the results. The circumference of References each nucleus was traced from the DAPI fluorescence image. The area enclosed by the resulting polygon was recorded and from these Abad, J.P., Carmena, M., Baars, S., Saunders, R.D., Glover, D.M., Ludena, P., Sentis, C., Tyler, S.C., and Villasante, A. (1992) . Dodeca values a diameter was calculated as 2 ϫ √area/. Nuclei that over-
